Best Male Chastity Device

Male chastity is an excellent way to diversify sexual life.

One of the most popular questions from couples, chosen this play to make their life more
excellent and more interesting is “How to choose the best male chastity device?”. Here we’ll
talk about the best cages.
#

Top Male Chastity Device

Benefits

CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage
perfect

1

Made of soft polycarbonate
plastic
You can wear it for 20 days and
more
The cage is completely
transparent that gives some
sharpness to feelings

#

Top Male Chastity Device

Benefits

CHECK CURRENT PRICE
Dominix Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage
great

Chastity devise for extended play
This cage allows your skin to
breathe
Gives very comfortable feel

2

CHECK CURRENT PRICE
CB-3000 Male Chastity Cage
incredible

Made of hypoallergenic medical
grade polycarbonate
3 inches (ca. 8 cm) in length and
1.45 inches (3.68 cm) in inside
diameter
You can choose 5 able widths of
U-ring

3

CHECK CURRENT PRICE

#

Top Male Chastity Device
Cal Exotics Lover's Cage

Benefits

lovely

It helps to make erections longer
and make sex cooler
Removable multispeed bullet
vibrator for both of you
Ultra soft and stretchy

4

CHECK CURRENT PRICE

How to choose the best men chastity devise?
Contents [show]

In an emergency you can release yourself.
You don’t feel too much uncomfortable in it.
It is made of safe and quality materials.
In a cage, there are no sticking-out thorns, poorly soldered rings about which it is possible to
be cut and hurt yourself.

1

OUR
PICK

CLICK FOR BEST PRICE

CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage
Polycarbonate plastic

This is the best man chastity device, but it best of all is suitable for the
advanced users already familiar with the art of restriction and domination

Cock cage
5 different size rings
4 locking pins
4 spacers

2

GREAT

Dominix Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage
Not too heavy
From one view of this device, it is possible to want just to be given on a will of
Master/Mistress

Solid metal design

Made of stainless steel
Two keys for your padlock
1,75 inch for ball ring, 2,5 cage, 3 inch length
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

3

INCREDIBLE

CB-3000 Male Chastity Cage
Cool designed
This chastity device was created for exceptionally long wear

1 key
3 locking pins
Polycarbonate
Hypoallergenic
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

Most of the people look for cages of which it is impossible to get out because it is connected
with their imaginations about full submission and dependence on the Master\Mistress.

If the length of a rope is
4,5 - 5 inches, you will
suit a ring with a
diameter of 1,5 inches

If 5 - 6 inches – diameter
are 1,7 inches. If 6 - 6,5
inches – diameter are 2
inches

If it is more – the
diameter is 2 inches and
more

But this cannot be realised: it is impossible to limit the man for 100% safely without risk to do
much harm to it.

Mans genitalia varies between one man, and its almost impossible to make suitable for
everyone cages. It is necessary to focus not that you can be released and on the essence of
submission.

TOP choices
CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage Kit;
DOMINIX Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage;
CB-3000 Male Chastity Cage Kit;
Lovers cage;
Let’s talk about them a little.

CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage Kit
This is chastity devise with the smallest size and highest quality.

It gives maximum security and pleasure.

Why people choose CB-6000S for their plays?

Suitable for all-day chastity;
Five sizes for U-ring;

The thought-over ventilation and urination give the same comfort, as without cage;
Includes one brass padlock and keys, five individually numbered plastic locks and a sleek
storage case;

All seams are carefully finished;
You can wear tight clothing, and it is not noticeable;

Very close, doesn’t let any erection.

Cons
The padlock can be not so comfortable, like others.
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CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage
Polycarbonate plastic

This is the best man chastity device, but it best of all is suitable for the
advanced users already familiar with the art of restriction and domination

Cock cage
5 different size rings
4 locking pins
4 spacers

DOMINIX Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage
One of its best properties – original, strict design.

Pros
The easiest cleaning;
Put it on flabby cock;

Good for long wear;
Restrictive feelings.

Cons
Metal can strongly be cooled in the winter in frosts.
Rings can pinch tender skin.

Can be noticed under clothes.
Suitable for skilled users only.

Can be too heavy for prolonged wearing.
The padlock has sharp edges.

2

GREAT

Dominix Deluxe Chastity Cock Cage
Not too heavy
From one view of this device, it is possible to want just to be given on a will of
Master/Mistress

Solid metal design
Made of stainless steel
Two keys for your padlock
1,75 inch for ball ring, 2,5 cage, 3 inch length
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

CB-3000 Male Chastity Cage Kit
Cool designed and reliable cage.

It’s perfect for extended play, entirely transparent and comfortable.

What induces people to buy this device for their plays?
Three locking pins;
One key;

Any lubricants will approach this cage;
Doesn’t contain latex;

Cons
The material does not allow the skin to breathe.
Existence only of one key will not allow you to be released quickly in an emergency.

The strange, but the existing problem: your cock looks in it very little. It is pleasant to
someone, and to someone can undermine a self-assessment therefore before purchase
think of how you will feel in it.
Easily can be noticed under tight clothes.
Suitable only for average length.

Hard to clean.
Can be painful.
Too expensive.

3

INCREDIBLE

CB-3000 Male Chastity Cage
Cool designed
This chastity device was created for exceptionally long wear

1 key
3 locking pins
Polycarbonate
Hypoallergenic
CHECK CURRENT PRICE

Lovers cage
This device – merely great way to diversify the sexual life and to add to it
peppercorn.

Bright feelings in sex, non-standard and lovely design and the thought-over design – what else
is necessary?

Pros
Full-length cage leaves head free for the best sex ever;
3 inch (ca. 8 cm) length;
Testicle support;
Waterproof.

Cons
Bullet vibrator isn’t so good, works hard.
It can grate very strongly tender skin of your partner, and even the sea of lubricant cannot
help.
Testicle support doesn’t work if your balls are not so big.

Too little for average cock size.
The arrangement of the vibrator a little strange and if you have sex with the woman, it can
not get on her clitoris. Its mechanism very strongly differs from the woman to the woman;
therefore its existence can be utterly useless.

Doesn’t give any chastity at all.
The cock cannot get entirely into the partner because of a cage for the vibrator bullet.
Very tight, can be painful.
Can pinch balls hard.
Only one proof this device is cheapness. It is undoubtedly not the best male chastity device.

What the male chastity device is?
Male chastity device relatively recently appeared on counters of intimate shops.

Products are in demand for advanced buyers.

Having put on such belt on the member of the beloved, the woman can be sure that
her man remains faithful.

The male chastity device imitates the shape of a penis. Modern models are made of:
metal;
genuine leather;
soft silicone.
As the belt directly contacts to the flesh, it is crucial that the special device was made of
ecologically safe and hypoallergenic material.

Male chastity device: why it should be bought?
Using an intimate accessory, partners will take a particular satisfaction.

The unique toy is pure entertainment. Only present how you put on to the man a fidelity belt,
you latch the lock, and you hide a key in a handbag.

The man and his member belong only to you. At any time it is possible to release the soulmate
from sweet captivity.
The male chastity kindles passion and desire to belong only to the beloved. The belt of fidelity
will help the couple to reach a new level of relations. If sex became boring, suggest the partner
try something brand new.

The absolute bans with devices of male chastity
Even if the thought of full helplessness gets very strongly, once the model chooses from
which it is real to be released independently.
If the device to you is small, presses or otherwise hurts, do not choose it as a cage for
constant carrying.
Try to avoid models with thorns inside.

You do not sleep in a cage. Night erections can cause severe pain, and even to damage
your body.
Do not give keys to the person if you do not wholly trust him. It seems obvious, but it’s
essential.

Do not forget about regular cleaning of the device regardless of that; you carry it regularly or
periodically.
Before constant carrying surely checks the feelings. Put on a cage at several o’clock, and
you resemble it. At this time it is better for the partner not to abandon you, but also not to
excite too strongly.

How choose the best male chastity device size?
Ideally, the length and width of a belt have to be equal to the length and breadth of a penis at
rest, for example, after a cold shower.

Take an inelastic rope or a thread, tie with it a penis with testicles and make a robust
small knot.

Your finger should not creep under a string. You resemble so several minutes. To you it is
comfortable? Does not press anywhere, does not press? Perfectly, such sizes will suit you.
Otherwise, repeat the procedure once again. Accurately scissor a rope and on a ruler measure
its length.

That the hump did not stick out of your trousers, the belt should be focused a penis down.

Council for convenience: give preference to models with a short tube.

Model weight also plays an essential role. The belt is more massive, and then it is more
inconvenient to wear it, especially for beginners.

We advise you to begin with more accessible options.

And at last, notice that there are design models ready to realise any your
imaginations.

Do you want to try on on yourself an image of the gallant equestrian? – Please! Do you wish
that it was impossible to touch your penis? – Easily! Is it necessary to close the member
completely? – Voila!

The main thing – to choose only the best male chastity devices. With our article it is easy.
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CB-6000S Short Male Chastity Cage

Polycarbonate plastic

This is the best man chastity device, but it best of all is suitable for the
advanced users already familiar with the art of restriction and domination

Cock cage
5 different size rings
4 locking pins
4 spacers
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Guys … This thing is super cool! The girl gave me to try something new. And you
know, she is crazy when I put it on a member. The thing itself is necessary, so
diversify your sex life. Guys, buy it!
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Male Sex Toys



Fleshlight Sleeves



Pocket Pussy



Squirting Dildos



Bullet Vibrators

Lube For Condoms
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